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Town Centre Living Design Advice
Background
As part of our support to Public Sector Clients, A&DS offer a design advice 
service to help improve the quality of proposals commissioned by public sector 
clients, particularly around public housing and Town Centre Living. The service 
aims to support the delivery of the Scottish Government Housing and Town 
Centre agendas and to support the ‘Town Centre First Principle’.

Proposal
Advice is offered through a series of placemaking workshops inviting discussion 
from key parties around a particular area and/or proposal within a town centre. 
Workshops are organised and facilitated by A&DS staff, with support and advice 
from A&DS’s multi-disciplinary panel of expert advisors where appropriate. 
Through discussion the workshops are intended to help:

•	 develop opportunities to leverage committed investment in the town centre;
•	 ‘localise’ locality planning at the scale of small areas in the town, 

maximising	collaborative	benefits;	and
•	 unlock	efficiencies	and	opportunities	for	town	centre	living.

Method
The service is offered at different points in the decision-making process relative 
to the stage of development, typically: 

•	 strategic review; 
•	 business case; and
•	 design implementation. 

Typically there are 2-3 workshops in a series, although numbers may vary. 
Each session provides opportunity for collaborative dialogue on design and 
placemaking through presentation, discussion and advice. Although a workshop 
series can be instigated at any stage in the process, early engagement is 
encouraged wherever possible. 

Developing outcomes of initial conversations into an agreed strategy may 
require further discussion between workshops and at different levels within 
the local authority, with partners or communities, to stress test emerging 
assumptions.

Outputs 
Following workshops A&DS provides written and/or visual summaries capturing 
outcomes of the session to help inform future workplanning and follow on 
engagement. 
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